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About Spark
Welcome to Spark— missional formation curriculum
for teachers of children grades one through six. Each
issue of Spark contains two units filled with ageappropriate activities and stories that provide children
with meaningful learning experiences and help them to
develop a missional lifestyle.
Spark encourages children to:
• Wonder at the creativity of God in creation, culture,
people, language, and geography.
• Experience the love of God for themselves and for
all creation.
• Explore Scripture and the example of Jesus that
challenges them to love and serve others.
• Nurture an attentiveness to the work of God’s Spirit
in the world.
• Discover the ways God has equipped them with
certain gifts, passions, and interests.
• Meet individuals who are joining in God’s mission
to bring healing and wholeness to the world.
• Grow in their capacity to love and care for others.

Using Spark
Spark can be used weekly in traditional missionfocused classes or in other settings when you desire
to give special emphasis to the Christian’s missional
calling. Some ideas include:
• Once a month in Sunday School.
• A full month per quarter in Sunday School.
• Throughout the summer in Sunday School.
• During children’s worship.

Mission Project
Each issue of Spark includes an age-appropriate
hands-on mission activity. The full scope of the activity
is listed on page 3. Throughout the two units you
will also find Mission Project reminders with specific
instructions for accomplishing portions of the activity
until the full project is complete.

Unit Introduction
The Unit Introduction provides the following:
• An overview of the unit’s missional theme and its
connection to the Bible.
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• Basic information about the missional individuals
the children will meet during the unit, including an
Info Bank with at-a-glance facts.
• A stated Teaching/Learning Aim to guide teachers
as they create a specific learning environment for
children.
• A list of Other Sources of Information that can
assist the teacher and student in going deeper into
the unit’s theme.
• A Word Bank with pronunciation guides and
definitions for new vocabulary in the unit.

Session Pages
Each session is structured for a 45-minute to onehour time frame and includes a variety of small
group activities as well as a large group experience to
synthesize learning. At the beginning of each session,
teachers will find Session Preparation steps as well
as a Session Focus to guide conversation throughout
the session. Helpful time indicators and icons guide
teachers in preparing and leading each session.
Each unit includes Resource Kit (RK) pages that
include session photos, worksheets, and games that
correspond with learning activities or Large Group.
These pages can be found in the file labeled “Resource
Kit” that was included in the purchase of your Spark
download.

Learning Activities
Learning activities provide children a variety of
opportunities to explore the Bible, culture, art, food,
games, and people of each unit’s focus.
For larger class sizes, set up all the learning
activities so that each child may work independently
or in small groups, according to interests and abilities.
For smaller class sizes, each learning activity may be
done together.
The following types of learning activities appear in
each unit:
Using the Bible: Children will memorize
Scripture and explore its meaning and
application to everyday life.
Meeting the People: Children will become
acquainted with Cooperative Baptist Fellowship
field personnel. They will also explore the culture,
customs, religion, and geography of the people and/or
country featured in the unit.
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Playing the Games: This
learning activity features
games from around the world
or games that reinforce the
missional theme of each unit.
Tasting the Food:
Children will prepare
recipes and taste foods that
reflect the unit’s cultural focus.
Enjoying the Arts:
Children will experience a
variety of art, music, dance, and
movement activities that reflect
the people and places featured
in the unit.
Younger/Older:
Some activities are
more suitable for older children
or younger children. These icons
indicate such distinctions.

Leading Large
Group
Large Group is “all together
time” which reinforces and
expands mission concepts that
were introduced during the
learning activities. A mission
story, prayer, and Closing
Activity are always included
in Large Group. You will
also find steps for planning,
implementing, and evaluating
the Mission Project suggested at
the beginning of Spark.

Mission Project
March 2020

Be an Everyday Helper
In the March unit, the children will learn about the work of Annette
Ellard and Steve Clark, CBF field personnel in Louisville, Kentucky.
Annette and Steve work with Burmese refugees. They have a “ministry
of availability” and are consistently available for the refugees to call
upon. Annette and Steve help with a variety of tasks, many of which
may seem simple to us but can become a crisis to the refugees who
are new to the United States’ customs, language, and culture. Annette
and Steve also partner with various churches including Crescent Hill
Baptist and the Louisville Chin Church. Annette and Steve work in the
Hope Rising Ministry Center at the Louisville Chin Church several days
each week so people can make appointments to meet for assistance.
The children will study Luke 6:27-31 and learn how we can treat
others as we want to be treated. One way to treat others well is to
be an everyday helper, just like Steve and Annette. In Session 4, the
children will create Everyday Helper Jars to help them remember to
be an everyday helper at home. They will decorate mason jars and fill
them with strips of paper. An instruction sheet will accompany the
jars, so that parents can help the children write various tasks on the
strips of paper. Parents and children will be encouraged to use the jars
to help the children develop a habit of sharing God’s love by helping
others.

The globe icon will mark Mission Project
activities as they occur in each session.
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UNIT

1

Theme: Partners in China
People focus: Brittany and
Casey

Ministry focus: Building
and strengthening
partnerships in China

Scripture focus:

INFO BANK

Acts 15:40–41

Go to www.cbf.net/
teacherhelps for more
resources for this unit.

Partners in China
B y R o bb i e J o n e s M i l l e r

Acts 15:40-41, the scriptural focus for this unit, states: “Paul chose Silas
and set out, the believers commending him to the grace of the Lord.
He went through Syria and Cilicia, strengthening the churches.” These
verses embody the mission of the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship. CBF
commissions and sends
out field personnel into
all parts of the world. The
field personnel strengthen
existing Christians and
encourage them as they
form beloved community,
bear witness to Jesus, and
seek transformational
development.
The church in the book of
Acts becomes a universal
CBF field personnel Brittany and Casey partner
church—Jew, Greek,
with a growing church in Chengdu, China. The
Gentile, man, woman, and
church, which relies on lay leadership, benefits
child—all become one in
from the training and assistance that Brittany and
Christ. All are welcome
Casey can provide.
in God’s kingdom. Paul
traveled, encouraging
new churches and Christians, praising what they did well and providing
constructive criticism when necessary. The churches may have felt like they
got lost in the shuffle, but Paul prayed for them, wrote to them, and visited
them so they knew that they were not alone. Today, with technological
advances and population growth, it is easy to feel lost.
It is especially easy to get lost in the shuffle in a country with a
population of over 1.4 billion people and a city with over 14 million. Being
a Christian in China makes it even easier to get lost in the crowd and
more difficult to find fellow Christians. Although the number of Chinese
Christians has grown significantly due to economic reforms in the late
1970s, it is hard to pinpoint an exact number. The practice of religion is
still highly regulated by the government. Christians are only allowed to
join a church that is registered with one of three government approved
Protestant groups. Therefore, many Christians gather in informal networks
or unregistered congregations, known as house churches or underground
churches.
Field personnel Brittany and Casey (last names withheld for their
security) work with a church in the city of Chengdu. Chengdu is the capital
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city of the Sichuan Province, and known as the food capital of
China. Chengdu is a modern, metropolitan, growing city. Sichuan
Theological Seminary, the China Christian Council seminary for all
of Southwest China, is located here.
Due to work started by CBF ten years ago, churches in Chengdu
have grown to a point of self-sustainability. Brittany and Casey have
partnered with a relatively new church to support and encourage
them in their work. They also learn from them and share this
knowledge with partner churches in the United States. The church
with which they work does not have a pastor. It is led by lay
leadership, which sometimes presents challenges for people with
busy and full lives. The church quickly outgrew the living room
where it began, and moved into a shared space with another church.
As with any growing church, there are growing pains. Brittany and
Casey work with the lay leadership to provide affirmation and
encouragement on things that are going well and provide coaching,
training, and assistance in ways that continue to help the church
grow and thrive.

Other Sources of
Information
1. Visit www.chinahighlights.com/
chengdu for beautiful photos and
information about Chengdu, China.
2. See www.worldcitiescultureforum.
com/cities/chengdu for an introduction
to the culture of Chengdu, China.
3. Watch www.youtube.com/watch?v
=CDPBFahIJSY&feature=youtu.be to
hear Brittany and Casey tell about their
calling to China.
4. See www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources for this unit.

Robbie Jones Miller lives in Richmond, Virginia, with her husband,
Alex. She is a 2017 graduate of BTSR and currently works at the
Virginia Baptist Historical Society, helping preserve Baptist history for
future generations.

teaching/
learning aim:
In this unit, children will learn that
Jesus teaches us to encourage
one another so that we can build
stronger relationships and develop
beloved community wherever we
live in the world. Children will hear
stories and learn how CBF field
personnel Brittany and Casey are
doing as Jesus taught in Chengdu
in the Sichuan Province of China.

WO R D BA N K
Global Service Corps: two-year mission engagement providing an
opportunity for graduates and retirees to work alongside career field
personnel and partners in over 20 countries

Fellowship: another word for the group with which Brittany and Casey
worship and serve

Chengdu [Chung do]: city in China where Brittany and Casey serve
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.

Using the Bible
Meeting the People
Playing the Games

1

Meet Brittany, Casey,
Juniper, and Finnley
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Decide which activities you want to offer. Make a list of the
supplies needed for chosen activities. Set up the activities in
separate areas of the room. Identify each with a sign.
• Preview and prepare to show TH: February Video. This animated
video provides an entertaining and informative overview of the
unit.
• Gather RK 1: Encouraging Words, RK 2: Character Circles, RK 3:
Map of China, and RK 6: Brittany, Casey, Juniper, and Finnley.
• Locate TH: Dumpling Photos.
• Prepare and post RK 17: Allergy Alert.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, children will be introduced to
Brittany and Casey and their work with people in the city of Chengdu
in the Sichuan Province of China. Through a glimpse into Brittany’s
and Casey’s lives, children will learn about the importance of building
strong relationships and beloved community in their churches,
neighborhoods, and around the world.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

Tasting the Food

As Children Arrive…

Enjoying the Arts

Greet children as they arrive. Ask: What is one way you can
encourage someone? Say: Brittany and Casey work with Christians at
the church they attend. They encourage these Christians to continue
to serve in various ways. They also encourage them to try new things
to reach out to the community around them.

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Try Spicy Sichuan
Noodles
One of the things Brittany and
Casey love about Chengdu is that
it is known as the food capital of
China.
Items needed: recipe ingredients;
napkins; plates; plastic forks; TH:
Dumpling Photos; RK 17: Allergy Alert

Recipe ingredients:
8 oz. dry noodles, Lo Mein
2 tablespoons ground peanuts
1 stalk scallion, cut into small
rounds
Chili Oil ingredients:
5 tablespoons oil
2 tablespoons dried chili flakes
½ tablespoon Sichuan peppercorn
(may want to use less)
Sauce ingredients:
1 tablespoon Chinese black vinegar
2 tablespoons soy sauce
1 tablespoon sugar
1 teaspoon sesame oil
3 cloves garlic, peeled and very
finely minced
½ tablespoon white sesame seeds
Salt to taste
Makes 10-12 small servings
1. Before the session, post a copy
of RK 17: Allergy Alert where
parents will take notice. Prepare
the recipe. Bring a pot of water to
boil. Cook the noodles. Drain, rinse
with cold water, and set aside.
Prepare the chili oil by heating up
a small pot on high heat. Add the
oil and heat it until it becomes
very hot. Turn off the heat and add

the red chili flakes and Sichuan
peppercorns into the oil. Cover the
pot with lid immediately to prevent
splatter. Wait five minutes before
removing the lid. Filter the chili oil
using a strainer. Discard the residue
and use the oil. Prepare the sauce
by combining the chili oil and all
the other ingredients in the sauce
together. Whisk it to mix well. Toss
the noodles with the sauce. Add the
ground peanuts and scallion. Stir to
mix well. Serve cold.
2. Locate TH: Dumpling Photos
and show pictures of various foods
that Brittany and Casey enjoy.
3. Serve a small portion of the
noodles to each child.
4. Say: Brittany and Casey love the
Sichuan Chinese food they have
in Chengdu. In fact, Chengdu is
known as the food capital of China!
Sichuan Chinese food is known for
being spicy because it uses a lot of
garlic, chili peppers, and Sichuan
peppercorns, known as “mala.”
This spice is very flavorful and
causes your mouth to get a little
numb and tingly!
5. Pray, blessing the food before
enjoying this meal with the
children.

Items needed: copy of RK 1: Encouraging
Words for each child; pencils; Bibles (CEV)

1. Before the session, make a
copy of RK 1: Encouraging Words
crossword puzzle for each child.
2. Say: Part of Brittany’s and
Casey’s ministry is encouraging
their Chinese friends when they
need assurance that they are
doing a good job working in the
church. Their Chinese friends
also encourage them to continue
learning.
3. Pass out RK 1: Encouraging
Words crossword puzzle to each
child. Provide Bibles.
4. Say: Let’s work together to see
how God encourages us through
Scripture. Help children find
the verses of Scripture and read
them. Fill in the crossword puzzle
together.

Play Chopsticks
Relay
In this game, children will practice
using chopsticks to hold various
objects and transport them across
the room.

Encourage One
Another

Items needed: two sets of chopsticks;
two bowls; cotton balls; marbles, grapes,
other small/round objects

Children will learn verses of
Scripture that teach about
God’s encouragement for us.
Encouragement is part of Brittany’s
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2. Ask: Have you ever tried to eat
with chopsticks? It can be very
difficult to master!
3. Say: We are going to play a
chopsticks relay to practice using
chopsticks to pick up objects.
4. Divide the class into two lines
(or more if needed).
5. Say: When it is your turn, pick
up the cotton ball (or other item)
with your chopsticks. Race across
the room to the other bowl. Drop
the cotton ball in the bowl. Race
back and pass the chopsticks to
your teammate. Sit down at the
end of your line. The team that has
every member sitting first will be
“Masters of the Chopsticks!” If you
drop your cotton ball, you have
to go back to the start line and try
again. (Note: If children master the
cotton balls easily, have them try
with more difficult objects, such as
marbles or grapes.

Transition
Give the students a five-minute
warning when it is almost time for
Large Group. Tell them to clean
up the learning activity they are
working on. Encourage everyone to
help in their areas and put things
back where they go. While waiting
for the whole group to arrive,
ask the students to tell about the
learning activities. Bring RK 6:
Brittany, Casey, and Juniper, and
Finnley and RK 3: Map of China
to Large Group. Plan to show TH:
February Video.

Practice Chinese
Characters

some words we might wish for
someone at the New Year.
4. Show TH: Practice Chinese
Characters.

This activity will introduce children
to the art of writing Chinese
characters.
Items needed: yarn/cord/ribbon; hole
punch; pencils; black permanent markers;
red plastic binder dividers; scissors; cup/
round object; gold glitter glue; RK 2:
Character Circles

1. Before the session, make several
copies of TH: Practice Chinese
Characters for children to share.
Trace the round object onto the
red divider sheet, fitting as many
as possible. Cut out the red plastic
circles.

5. Pass out red plastic circles to
children. Have children place the
character they wish to write under
the red circle and trace it with a
black marker. (It may be helpful
to attach the character with a
small piece of tape so it does not
move around while tracing.) Next,
show the children how to trace the
character on the red plastic with
gold glitter. Punch holes in the top
and bottom. Tie together the words
to create a string of words.

2. Ask: What are some things we
say to each other at the New Year?
3. Say: In China, people also wish
each other well at the New Year.
We’re going to practice writing

Large Group
Say: We are beginning a new unit about CBF field personnel Brittany and
Casey, and their family. They partner with a church, or fellowship group,
in Chengdu, China, helping them learn more about how to be better
leaders. What did you learn about Brittany and Casey in the learning
activities?
Say: Brittany and Casey enjoy having their daughter Juniper in China
learning along with them! They have a new baby named Finnley, who
will also grow up in China. Show RK 3: Map of China and RK 6: Brittany,
Casey, Juniper, and Finnley.
Show TH: February Video, which is an animated video, providing an
entertaining and informative overview of the unit.
Say: Now let’s hear about Brittany’s and Casey’s life in Chengdu, China.

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “Meet Brittany and Casey.”
Pray: “Thank you, God, for Brittany’s and Casey’s willingness to be brave
in traveling to a new country. Help them continue to learn, grow, and form
deeper relationships with their new friends. Amen.”

COOPERATIVE BAPTIST FELLOWSHIP		 8
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STORY

Meet Brittany and Casey
Closing Activity
Have you ever visited a place that was so awesome that you
couldn’t wait to go back again? When CBF field personnel
Brittany was in college, she went on a two-month trip to China.
She fell in love with the country! After college, she moved to
China for two years as part of CBF’s Global Service Corps.

1. Show RK 6: Brittany, Casey,
Juniper, and Finnley.
2. Ask: What did we learn that
Brittany and Casey do for their
friends in Chengdu?

Brittany met her husband Casey in seminary. Brittany and
Casey decided to become CBF field personnel. Guess what?
They moved to Chengdu, China, in 2017! Brittany is very
happy to be back in a place that she loves with her family.
(Brittany and Casey have a four-year-old daughter named
Juniper and a new baby named Finnley, so life is very busy!)

3. Ask: How can you encourage
someone this week?
4. Remind the children to
pray for Brittany and Casey
throughout the week. As parents
arrive, thank the children for
participating in the session.

So, what do Brittany and Casey do in China? Their lives are not
that different from yours in a lot of ways! Brittany, Casey, and
Juniper are all students! It is important to learn the language
where you live. Brittany, Casey, and Juniper are all learning
Mandarin Chinese. If you think learning English is hard, try
Mandarin! There are four ways to say one word “ma.” The
language is also written in characters, not letters!

AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the session with the
other leaders. Plan the learning
activities for Session 2. Reflect
on today’s lesson and find a
way to make it a part of your
life. Who might need your
encouragement this week?
Remember to pray for Brittany,
Casey, Juniper, and other field
personnel serving around the
world.

While Brittany and Casey are quickly learning, they still
make mistakes. Casey once asked for the bill at a restaurant
and received a toothpick, because that is what he asked for.
Brittany once taught a Sunday School class about the apostle
Paul, but called him the apostle “pineapple” the whole time
because the two words sound very similar! These mistakes,
while they might be embarrassing, are important. It shows the
people they partner with that they are learning and are willing
to try communicating in Mandarin, even if they make mistakes.
The church, or fellowship group, they attend meets on Sunday
afternoons. They used to meet in a house, but the group grew
too large, so they moved to a new space that they share with
another group. They love hanging out after the service and
going to eat dinner with friends in the group. After all, the city
where they live is considered the food capital of China!
School, fellowship, and meals together provide many
opportunities for Brittany and Casey to form deeper
relationships with their teachers, classmates, and fellowship
group. Brittany and Casey encourage their Chinese friends and
in return, their Chinese friends encourage them to continue
learning.
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.

2

Paul Encourages
the Early Church
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Decide which activities you want to offer. Make a list of the
supplies needed for chosen activities. Set up the activities in
separate areas of the room. Identify each with a sign.
• Gather RK 4: Paul’s Encouraging Words and RK 6: Brittany, Casey,
Juniper, and Finnley.
• Locate TH: Map of Paul’s Journeys.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, children will learn about Paul’s
journeys in Acts and how he encouraged local churches through
visiting and writing them letters of instruction. Paul partnered
with Silas to do these tasks. He did not do it alone. Children will
discover that Brittany and Casey partner with the lay leaders in
their fellowship to encourage them in their work in the church and
community.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),

Using the Bible

Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

Meeting the People
Playing the Games

As Children Arrive…
Greet children as they arrive. Ask: What is one way someone has
encouraged you this week? Say: Brittany and Casey work with
Christians at the church they attend. They encourage these Christians
to continue to serve in various ways. They also encourage them to try
new things to reach out to the community around them.

Tasting the Food
Enjoying the Arts
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Find Paul and Silas!
In the Scripture focus for this unit,
Acts 15:40-41, Paul and Silas set
out to visit and encourage churches
that have formed since Christ’s
death/resurrection/ascension. Paul
offers encouraging words to these
congregations. Children will learn
about the places Paul visited and
how he encouraged them.
Items needed: copy of TH: Map of Paul’s
Journeys for each child; RK 4: Paul’s
Encouraging Words; colored pencils/
crayons/markers; pencils; Bibles; scissors;
tape

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Map of Paul’s Journeys and make
a copy for each child (as large as
possible). Make a copy of RK 4:
Paul’s Encouraging Words and
cut apart the verses. Put the verse
strips in a bag or bowl.

Play Catch the
Dragon’s Tail

letters written by Paul to various
churches that formed after Christ
died.
5. Pray, thanking God for the
people in our lives who encourage
us. Ask God to help us be
encouragers to others.

Count to 10!
Chinese is a very difficult language
to learn. Songs like this one make it
easier to remember. Counting is an
important skill in any language.

Dragons are a part of everyday
life in China. They appear in
New Year’s parades, Dragon Boat
festivals, and in architecture/
artwork/writing. They are symbols
of wealth, wisdom, power, and
nobility. They are thought to be
wise, welcoming, and a sign that
good things will happen.
Items needed: none

1. Ask: What do you think of when
I say the word “dragon”?

Items needed: TH: Count to 10!; TH:
Chinese Numbers 1-10; pencils; paper;
computer or other device

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Chinese Numbers 1-10 and make
a few copies for children to share.
Also locate TH: Count to 10!,
preview it, and prepare to show it
to the children.

2. Say: In China, dragons are
symbols of wealth, wisdom, power,
and nobility. They are thought
to be wise and a sign that good
things will happen. They appear in
architecture, artwork, writing, and
in parades and festivals.

2. Show TH: Map of Paul’s
Journeys.

2. Say: Learning to count in any
language is an important skill.

3. Say: We are going to play the
game “Catch the Dragon’s Tail.”

3. Say: Paul and Silas traveled a
lot! Let’s look at some of the places
where Paul visited and see how he
encouraged the Christians there.

3. Show TH: Count to 10! Video.
Juniper is learning to count to 10 in
Mandarin Chinese at her preschool.

4. Divide students into two equal
teams. Children in each team
will gently put their hands on the
shoulder of the person in front of
them.

4. Have children reach in the bowl
and pull out a slip. Have them find
the city on the map and circle it.
Then have them read the verse to
the group (or read it for them). If
your children are older or more
advanced, have the children find
the books in the Bible and read the
verses from the Bible. If you use
the strips, make sure to discuss that
these books of the Bible are in the
New Testament and that they are

4. Show TH: Chinese Numbers
1-10. Give children pencils and
paper and allow children to
practice writing the numbers.
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line, you are the dragon’s head. If
you are at the back of the line, you
are the dragon’s tail. The purpose
of the game is for the head to tag
the tail. All teammates must keep
their hands on the shoulders of the
person in front of them throughout
the game! The first team to catch
their “tail” is the winner!
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6. Play several rounds as time
allows, trading out who is the head
and tail of the dragon.

Watch Life in
Chengdu

4. Show TH: Chengdu Video.
5. Ask: What did you notice in the
video? Did you learn something
new about China?
6. Pray for the people of Chengdu
and the rest of the country of
China. Pray that they can worship
God freely and without fear.

This activity will give children
a firsthand look at the city of
Chengdu.
Items needed: TH: Chengdu Video;
computer or other device

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Chengdu Video. Preview the video
to make sure it is suitable for your
age group. Prepare to show it to the
children.
2. Ask: What do you think life
might be like in Chengdu?
3. Say: Let’s watch a short video
clip together that gives us a glimpse
into the city.

Transition
Give the students a five-minute
warning when it is almost time for
Large Group. Tell them to clean
up the learning activity they are
working on. Encourage everyone to
help in their areas and put things
back where they go. While waiting
for the whole group to arrive, ask
the students to tell about their
learning activities. Invite five
children, or leaders, to help you
tell the story in “reader’s theatre”
style. Bring a flashlight to Large
Group.

Large Group
Say: We are learning about Paul from Acts 15:40-41 and about Brittany’s
and Casey’s ministry in China.
Ask: What do you remember about Paul?
Say: Brittany and Casey encourage their friends in their fellowship in
Chengdu. They have some awesome people there who work hard to make
their fellowship the very best it can be. Brittany and Casey help when they
have questions, need help with the logistics of running the fellowship, and
need to discuss ideas for mission/reaching out to the local community.
Say: Now let’s hear about Paul’s life.

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “Meet Paul.” This story is a reader’s
theater. Have children read parts, have other adults read with you, or read
it all yourself, changing your voice to make note of changes in character.

Pray: Thank you, God, for Brittany’s and Casey’s friends in Chengdu.
Please be with them all as they navigate uncertain times and as they
continue to look for ways to help their fellowship grow. Amen.
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STORY

Meet Paul
Narrator: We are at the synagogue in Jerusalem. Paul, a man
who hates and persecutes Christians, approaches the High Priest
and asks permission to go to Damascus to arrest Christians and
bring them back in chains. The High Priest gives him permission.
Paul takes several companions with him and they begin the
journey to Damascus.
[Leader flashes light on Paul and he falls to the ground, covering
his eyes]

Closing Activity
1. Show TH: Map of Paul’s
Journeys.
2. Ask: What did you learn
about Paul?
3. Say: Paul traveled all
over visiting churches and
encouraging them. CBF
field personnel like Brittany
and Casey serve all around
the world, partnering with
Christians and encouraging them
in their work.

Voice: [This person should be out of sight and speak loudly]
Paul, why do you persecute me?
Paul: [shaking, scared] Who are you, Lord?
Voice: I am the Lord. You are persecuting me. Get up. Enter the
city. You will be told what to do.
Paul: Yes, Lord. [Paul gets up and realizes that he cannot see.]
Help me! I cannot see!

4. Remind the children to
pray for Brittany and Casey
throughout the week. As parents
arrive, thank the children for
participating in the session.

Companion #1 & #2: We will help you. [They take Paul by the
arms, guiding him to Damascus.]
Narrator: Paul does not eat or drink for three days. He still
cannot see. We are now in Ananias’ home.
Voice: Ananias, go to Paul.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the session with the
other leaders. Plan the learning
activities for Session 3. Reflect
on today’s lesson and find a
way to make it a part of your
life. What can you learn from
the life of Paul and how can you
put that knowledge into action
this week? Remember to pray
for field personnel around the
world.

Ananias: But…he can put me in prison! He persecutes
Christians! He is my enemy!
Voice: Ananias, go! I have chosen Paul. [Ananias finds Paul.]
Ananias: Brother Paul, the Lord Jesus, who appeared to you on
the road, has sent me so that you can see again and be filled
with the Holy Spirit.
Paul: I can see again! Thank you, Ananias! I want to be
baptized! I’m hungry!
Narrator: Paul is baptized. He eats and regains strength. He goes
to the synagogue in Damascus.
Paul: Jesus Christ spoke to me on the road to Damascus. I was
blinded by a light. My companions led me into town and God
sent a man named Ananias. I could see again. I believe in Jesus.
I have been baptized. I will no longer persecute followers of
Christ, because I am one! Now I will encourage Christians and
new churches!
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.

Using the Bible
Meeting the People
Playing the Games
Tasting the Food
Enjoying the Arts
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

3

Chinese New Year
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Decide which activities you want to offer. Make a list of the
supplies needed for chosen activities. Set up the activities in
separate areas of the room. Identify each with a sign.
• Locate TH: Dumpling Photos, TH: Chinese Zodiac, and TH: Hong
Bao.
• Gather RK 5: Chinese Character and RK 7: Chinese New Year.
• Prepare and post RK 17: Allergy Alert.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, children will learn about a
cultural aspect of life in China. Children will learn about the Chinese
New Year. This time of year, people get several weeks off from work.
They spend time with family. They have many cultural activities
that they share together. They eat good food, make crafts, clean their
homes, and enjoy fireworks. Brittany, Casey, and Juniper are excited
to participate in cultural events that teach them more about life in
China.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

As Children Arrive…
Greet children as they arrive. Ask: What is your favorite holiday to
celebrate and why? Say: Brittany and Casey get to experience holidays
in different cultures. One of their favorites is Chinese New Year. They
get to spend time with their friends, eat good food, and learn about
the culture in Chengdu.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Enjoy Chinese
Dumplings
Dumplings are a staple food for
New Year celebrations. Brittany and
Casey got to make new friends and
share table fellowship with them.
Items needed: recipe ingredients; plates;
plastic forks; napkins; TH: Dumpling
Photos; RK 17: Allergy Alert

Recipe ingredients:
For filling and wrapping:
1 pound ground beef
8 scallions thinly sliced
1 tablespoon minced fresh ginger
2 tablespoons sesame oil
1 teaspoon salt
30 round dumpling wrappers
2 tablespoons canola oil
2 tablespoons water
For dipping sauce:
3 tablespoons soy sauce
1 tablespoon rice vinegar
Dash of sesame oil
Makes 30 dumplings
1. Before the session, post a copy
of RK 17: Allergy Alert where
parents will see it.
2. Prepare the recipe. Remove
the dumpling wraps from the
refrigerator. Let sit at room
temperature to soften while
working on the next step. In a
large mixing bowl, combine beef,
ginger, sesame oil, and salt. Stir
until it combines into a smooth
and sticky mixture. Add scallions
and stir them into the mixture.
Prepare a surface for wrapping
the dumplings and a small dish of

water. Scoop about one tablespoon
of the beef mixture onto a wrapper.
Dip your finger in the water and
run it along the round edges of the
wrapper to moisten. Fold in half
and pinch along the edges to seal,
using more water if needed. Repeat
until the beef mixture is used up.
Use a damp paper towel to cover
the assembled dumplings so they
don’t dry out. Heat canola oil in a
nonstick pan over medium heat for
a few minutes until hot. Working
in batches, add dumplings to the
pan in a single layer. Let them
cook until browned on the bottom,
about five minutes. Pour about
two tablespoons of water over the
dumplings and cover with a lid. Let
them steam until cooked through,
about five minutes. Remove the lid.
Transfer the dumplings to a serving
plate. Combine dipping sauce
ingredients in a bowl. Serve with
the dumplings.
3. Say: Dumplings are an integral
part of New Year celebrations.
There are many variations and
combinations of ingredients.
4. Show TH: Dumpling Photos.
5. Serve dumplings to each child.
6. Pray, blessing the food. Enjoy
this Chinese New Year delicacy
with the children.

holidays). Many children may know
a little bit about the calendar. It is
interesting to explore and discuss,
but be sure to remind students
that God is in control and not the
Chinese calendar.
Items needed: TH: Chinese Zodiac;
computer or other device

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Chinese Zodiac. There is a short
video that explains the calendar.
There are also many links to click
on that give information. Explore
with the children (but be sure to
preview the site before the session).
2. Say: Brittany and Casey enjoy
spending holidays with their
Chinese friends. Chinese New Year
is one of the fun holidays that they
got to share with their friends.
3. Show the video from TH:
Chinese Zodiac. Explore the site
with the children, discussing the
various animals and what they
mean. Be sure to share the story
of how the zodiac animals were
chosen. (Scroll down on the Web
page to Chinese Zodiac Origins—
Why 12 Animals. Click on the link
for Chinese Zodiac Story to find
the story of how the animals were
chosen.)
4. Say: The Chinese zodiac and
calendar is one that Brittany and
Casey get to share with their
Chinese friends. It gives them an
opportunity to learn more about
the culture, while spending time
with their friends.

Explore the Chinese
Zodiac
China uses a different calendar
than the United States (at least for
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Make Hong Bao
Hong bao [hong bow] are red
envelopes/pouches filled with
money or other treats such as
candy. These envelopes are given
mainly to children, but also to
various adults (family members).
Items needed: TH: Hong Bao; origami
paper (paper with a red design such as
scrapbook paper or red construction or
copier paper); glue stick; gold acrylic paint/
and or metallic gold marker; scissors;
money or other small object

1. Before the session, cut the paper
into six-inch squares. Locate TH:
Hong Bao to read a brief history
of the envelopes to share with the
children.
2. Say: We are going to make
hong bao [hong bow]. These are
red decorative envelopes given out
during the Chinese New Year. They
are mainly given to children, but
also exchanged in families as well.
3. Pass out a square piece of paper
to each child.

Transition
Give the students a five-minute
warning when it is almost time for
Large Group. Tell them to clean
up the learning activity they are
working on. Encourage everyone to
help in their areas and put things
back where they go. While waiting
for the whole group to arrive, ask
the students to tell about their
learning activities. Bring RK 7:
Chinese New Year to Large Group.

4. Say: Fold your paper, pattern
side out, so that it is almost in half,
leaving about ½-inch overhang
along one side. Add glue to the
overhanging section, fold it over
and glue it down. Now, choose one
end of the pouch, add glue across
the bottom. Double fold the end to
seal the bottom of the envelope.
5. Allow children to decorate the
pouches using the gold marker/
paint.
6. Put something inside the pouch
(either money, candy, or a slip of
paper with encouraging words on
it).

Decorate for the New
Year
Chinese families decorate their
homes for the New Year just as we
decorate for holidays. They hang
the Chinese character 福 fu [foo],
which means blessing, upside
down on the front door to show

that blessings will pour out on their
home in the coming year.
Items needed: RK 5: Chinese Character;
gold markers or glitter paint; red paper

1. Before the session, gather RK 5:
Chinese Character. Print one for
each child on red paper.
2. Ask: What are some ways
you decorate your home for the
holidays?
3. Say: During the Chinese New
Year, people in China decorate
with paper. Paper cutting is very
popular. They cut out symbols
that represent different things. One
symbol that they use is called “fu”
[foo]. It means blessing. They hang
it on their front doors upside down,
which indicates that blessings will
pour out on their homes in the
coming year.
4. Give each child a copy of the
character “fu.”
5. Allow the children to decorate
the Chinese character with the
glitter paint or gold markers.

Large Group
Say: We are going to hear a story about how Brittany, Casey, and Juniper
celebrated the last Chinese New Year.
Ask: What are some things you think we might hear about in our story?
Show RK 7: Chinese New Year.
Say: It is difficult to be away from family on special holidays. Brittany,
Casey, and Juniper enjoy being able to spend time with their Chinese
friends and their families during Chinese holidays. Their Chinese friends
encourage them when life might be difficult for them in China, just
as Brittany and Casey encourage their Chinese friends when they get
discouraged with the way things are going at their fellowship.

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “Chinese New Year.”
Pray: Thank you, God, that we can share cultural experiences with new
friends. Thank you for the fellowship around the table. Amen.
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STORY

Chinese New Year
Closing Activity
“Mommy, our cousins in the United States celebrate New Year’s
on January 1 every year,” Juniper said. “Why don’t we do that
in China, too?” she asked. “People in China follow a different
calendar for special holidays,” answered Brittany. “Chinese New
Year can be any time from January 21 until February 20. And
their New Year holiday is like Thanksgiving, Christmas, and
New Year’s celebrations all rolled into one big celebration!”

1. Ask: What is something you
learned in today’s session?

Chinese people usually have about two or three weeks off of
work and school to celebrate the New Year. Many people travel
to their hometowns and spend time with family. Instead of gifts,
people give hong bao [hong bow], which are red envelopes filled
with money or other treats, such as candy. The color red means
good luck!
“Remember how much fun we had last year at Chinese New
Year?” asked Brittany. “Yes, we got to make yummy Chinese
dumplings with all of our friends. They were really good at
rolling up the dumplings!” said Juniper. “Yes, they were. And I
think that learning to cook with our friends is a great way to get
to know people in our new home in Chengdu,” said Brittany.
“When we get to know new friends, we can share God’s love
with them.”

2. Say: One way that Brittany
and Casey serve God is by
sharing table fellowship with
their new friends. Conversations
flow as well as good food!
3. Remind the children to pray
for Brittany, Casey, Juniper, and
Finnley throughout the week.
As parents arrive, thank the
children for participating in the
session.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the session with the
other leaders. Plan the learning
activities for Session 4. Reflect
on today’s lesson and find a
way to make it a part of your
life. Remember to pray for
Brittany and Casey, and other
field personnel who are away
from home during special
times. Thank God for those who
welcome field personnel and
treat them like family during
these times. Is there someone
in your church who may need a
“home away from home” during
the holidays?

“My favorite part of Chinese New Year is all of the beautiful
lanterns and decorations everywhere in our city!” said Juniper.
“And every year we celebrate a different animal. Last year was
the year of the pig, so our city was decorated with pigs, just like
my favorite book character, Peppa Pig!”
“I like to decorate our home for Chinese New Year, just like
our Chinese friends do,” said Brittany. “Last year, my friend
Mandy showed me how to hang a beautiful handpainted “fu”
[foo] symbol on our front door.” “Why did she tell you to hang
it upside down, Mommy?” asked Juniper. “Well, the fu symbol
means blessing,” explained Brittany. “So we hang it upside
down to show that blessings will pour out on our home in the
coming year!”
“Xin Nian Kuai Le! [sheen neean kwai luh]” exclaimed Brittany.
That’s the way that her friends in China say “Happy New Year!”
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.

4

Making Friends
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Decide which activities you want to offer. Make a list of the
supplies needed for chosen activities. Set up the activities in
separate areas of the room. Identify each with a sign.
• Gather RK 8: Fellowship Group.
• Locate TH: Mah Jong, TH: Dominoes Rules, and TH: Pong Hau K’i.
• Locate and prepare to show TH: Brittany and Casey Video.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, children will discover that
Brittany makes friends by spending time learning the language. She
encourages her Chinese friends and they encourage her. Children
will learn more about Chinese culture, games to play, and everyday
activities. Children will also learn more about the city of Chengdu by
watching local people tell more about it. Children will hear Brittany
and Casey talk about their work as field personnel in Chengdu.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

Using the Bible
Meeting the People
Playing the Games

As Children Arrive…
Greet children as they arrive. Ask: What do you like to do when
you hang out with your friends? Say: Brittany gets together with her
friends to practice speaking Chinese. She also studies the Bible with
her friends. Spending time with people helps her get to know them
better so that they can encourage each other in their everyday lives.

Tasting the Food
Enjoying the Arts
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Learn about Mah
Jong

Hear from the Field
Personnel

Mah Jong is a game that originated
in China. It consists of a set of 144
tiles, similar to domino tiles, with
Chinese characters and pictures.
The game is played with four
players and can be seen in parks
around Chengdu and other cities. In
this activity, the children will learn
about Mah Jong and play a game of
dominoes.

It is always interesting to hear
people talk about their own city.
In this activity, children will hear
Brittany and Casey talk about the
city of Chengdu and their work
there.

Items needed: TH: Mah Jong; dominoes
game; TH: Dominoes Rules

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Mah Jong to see photos of the
Chinese game and TH: Dominoes
Rules for the basic rules of
dominoes.
2. Ask: Have you ever heard of the
game Mah Jong? Mah Jong started
in China. People play it in parks
and homes in Chengdu and all over
China. The game uses tiles, similar
to domino tiles.
3. Show TH: Mah Jong to see how
the game is set up.
4. Say: In China, this game is a
four-player game that is played
similar to a board game. We’re
going to play a similar tile game
called dominoes.
5. Place all of the tiles facedown
on a table and play the game,
following the basic rules found in
TH: Dominoes Rules.

are many other references to light in
Scripture. Jesus tells us that we are
the light of the world and that we
should not hide our light, but let it
shine for the world to see. Chinese
lanterns are often intricate and
beautiful. They remind us to let our
light shine.
Items needed: red paper (or any other
color); scissors; ruler; stapler; pencils;
markers

Items needed: TH: Brittany and Casey
Video; computer or other device

1. Before the session, preview and
prepare to show TH: Brittany and
Casey Video.
2. Say: It is always nice to learn
about a place by hearing from
the people who live there. It is
also important to hear from field
personnel in their own words. Let’s
learn more about Chengdu and
Brittany and Casey by watching
these clips.
3. Show TH: Brittany and Casey
Video.
4. Ask: Did you learn something
new about Chengdu? Say: We
understand the culture better when
we see the places we are learning
about and hear how our field
personnel are working with the
Chinese people!

Make a Paper
Lantern
In Psalm 119:105, the Bible says
that God’s Word is a lamp for our
feet and a light for our path. There
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1. Before the session, gather
red cardstock or construction
paper. Write Psalm 119:105 on a
chalkboard or whiteboard. (“Your
word is a lamp to my feet and a
light to my path.” Psalm 119:105 )
2. Say: We are going to make a
paper lantern. Lanterns are used for
decoration during the Chinese New
Year.
3. Ask a child to read aloud the
verse written on the chalkboard
or whiteboard. Ask: What do you
think the verse means?
4. Say: God’s Word guides us and
gives us directions for how to live
our lives.
5. Give each child a piece of red
cardstock or construction paper.
6. Say: Cut a one-inch strip from
the shorter side of the paper and
set it aside. We’ll use it as the
handle. Now, fold your paper in
half, lengthwise, so it looks like a
hot dog bun. Make sure the fold
is facing you. Draw a pencil line
about one inch from the top of the
paper. Cut strips in the paper about
one inch apart, starting at the fold
and stopping before the pencil line.
Do NOT cut all the way across the
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paper or you will cut it apart into
strips. (Model this for students so
they understand the concept.)
7. Say: Unfold the paper and turn
it vertically. Write the Bible verse
across the top of the paper. Next,
roll the paper into a cylinder, and
I’ll help you staple it (or use tape if
that is easier for children). Finally,
add the handle to the lantern with
either the stapler or tape.
8. Pray, thanking God that the
Bible provides light for us and that
we can provide light for others.

Play Pong Hau K’i
This game is a simple one that
only requires a piece of paper and
checkers (or other items to use as
playing pieces). It involves some
strategy, but also luck, similar to
tic-tac-toe.

Transition
Give the students a five-minute
warning when it is almost time for
Large Group. Tell them to clean
up the learning activity they are
working on. Encourage everyone to
help in their areas and put things
back where they go. While waiting
for the whole group to arrive, ask
the students to tell about their
learning activities. Bring RK 8:
Fellowship Group to Large Group.

Items needed: TH: Pong Hau K’i; paper;
pencil; playing pieces

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Pong Hau K’I for a short video
demonstrating the game. Draw a
big rectangle on a piece of paper,
but do not draw a line across the
top, only draw the sides and the
bottom. Draw two diagonal lines
through the rectangle from corner
to corner. Gather playing pieces.
Each player needs two pieces of the
same color item. Checkers or other
small, flat items, such as buttons or
coins work best.
2. Ask: Do you know how to play
tic-tac-toe?

mine on the top and you put yours
on the bottom. Now, I’ll take the
first move.
6. Move one of your pieces into
the center. Then the child playing
the game with you gets to take a
turn moving his or her piece to
a different corner (vertex). Once
children get the hang of it, allow
them to play with a partner. The
goal is to block the other player so
that they are unable to move their
playing piece.
7. Ask: What was the most difficult
part of the game?
8. Say: Learning new things can
be hard at first. Remember to pray
for Brittany, Casey, and Juniper as
they learn new and different things
every day.

3. Say: We are going to play a
game that is popular in China
called pong hau k’i.
4. Show children the game board.
Ask a child to demonstrate the
game with you.
5. Say: To play, place the markers
on either the top or bottom. I’ll put

Large Group
Ask: What was your favorite learning activity? Why?
Ask: What is one thing you have learned about China or about Brittany
and Casey during this unit?
Say: We are going to hear a story about how Brittany gets an opportunity
to practice her Chinese while making new friends.
Ask: What do you think Brittany and her friend might talk about when
they get together?

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “Thursday Fun.”
Pray: Thank you, God, for new friends who help make learning a new
language less scary. Continue to help Brittany, Casey, and Juniper catch on
and learn quickly. Amen.
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STORY

Thursday Fun
Closing Activity

“It’s Thursday afternoon. I’m going to Lucia’s house for our
weekly meeting!” Brittany called out to Casey as she got
ready to walk out the door. “Tell her hi from me and have fun
practicing your Chinese!” he called back as he played with
Juniper and Finnley in the living room.

1. Ask: What is something you
learned in today’s session?
2. Show RK 8: Fellowship Group.
Say: One way that Brittany and
Casey serve God is by finding
opportunities to teach and learn
from others!

Brittany smiled as she rode her bike to her friend’s house.
She enjoyed watching the dancers in the streets doing tai chi.
When she arrived at Lucia’s house, Lucia was waiting at the
door, excited to see her. “Nǐ hǎo [knee how],” she called out to
Britany. “Nǐ hǎo ma? [knee how mah],” Brittany responded as
she hugged her friend. “Wǒ hěn hǎo! [woe hen how],” Lucia
responded.
Brittany and Lucia reviewed vocabulary for greeting each other.
Brittany is an old pro at greetings, so they settled in with tea and
moved on to more complicated conversation. For the next half
hour they had conversations in only Chinese so Brittany could
practice. Then, they switched and spoke English for half an hour
so Lucia could practice her English. What better way to learn a
new language than to practice it with a friend!
They talked about what had happened during their week. They
talked about their families. Brittany gets to learn so much about
her friend during their weekly visits. It is a chance for her to
share how God is working in her life in Chengdu. It is a chance
for her to encourage Lucia and for Lucia to encourage her as
well.
After Lucia and Brittany practice their language skills, a group of
women come over for a women’s Bible study group. Imagine a
play date for grown-ups! But instead of playing, the women get
together and study the Bible. It is another good opportunity for
Brittany to practice her Chinese and for her to get to know more
women in the neighborhood. Brittany enjoys spending time with
the women. She looks forward to partnering with some of these
women in the future.
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3. Remind the children to pray
for Brittany, Casey, Juniper, and
Finnley throughout the week.
As parents arrive, thank the
children for participating in the
session.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the session with the
other leaders. Plan the learning
activities for the next unit.
Reflect on today’s lesson and
find a way to make it a part of
your life. Remember to pray for
Brittany and Casey, and other
field personnel who are learning
about new cultures. Pray for
Brittany’s and Casey’s safety and
freedom to worship, teach, and
be present in China in the ways
they would like to be.
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UNIT

2

Theme: Everyday Helpers
People focus: Annette
Ellard and Steve Clark

Ministry focus: Ministry
among refugees from
Burma in Louisville,
Kentucky

Scripture focus:

INFO BANK

Luke 6:27–31

Go to www.cbf.net/
teacherhelps for more
resources for this unit.

Everyday Helpers
By Noelle Owen

Sometimes the biggest impact begins with a small kindness. CBF field
personnel Annette Ellard and Steve Clark live that sentiment each day
as they are faithful to the call they began to answer almost 20 years ago.
Thanks to the kindness of generous church support, Annette and Steve
joined their church’s mission team to work with Karen people in Thailand
in 2001. For Annette
and Steve, that mission
trip began a lifetime of
investment as they began
their call to ministry
among the Karen and
other refugees from Burma.
In 2006, Annette and
Steve were commissioned
as CBF field personnel.
They currently minister
in Louisville, Kentucky.
CBF field personnel Annette Ellard and Steve Clark
Louisville is a city filled
minister alongside Karen refugees from Burma
with opportunity to reach
living in Louisville, Kentucky. As Annette and Steve
others. About seven
help the refugees with everyday tasks, they dempercent of Louisville’s
onstrate God's love and constant presence.
population is foreign
born. Louisville has a
large refugee population. Over 1000 refugees from Burma live in Louisville.
Many of the people Annette and Steve minister to are from the Karen, Chin,
Karenni, and other ethnic minority groups from Burma.
The nation of Burma is currently engaged in what is known as the
world’s longest continual civil war. The conflict that is now spanning
seven decades has caused tens of thousands of refugees to flee from the
dangerous conflict. As these refugees are recovering from the emotional
and physical trauma of war and relocation, they are also challenged with
building a life in a foreign land.
Annette and Steve call their work a “ministry of availability.” Just as they
answered God’s call to Thailand two decades ago, they continue to answer
the call to serve their community. Many people in the Karen community
have Annette’s and Steve’s phone numbers memorized. They use their
unchanging availability to help with everyday tasks to demonstrate God’s
unchanging presence and love in their lives.
Annette and Steve help with things such as reading mail, accompanying
to doctor’s appointments, finding a house, and many other things to help
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Other Sources of
Information

the refugee community. This ministry of availability helps turn
moments of crisis and panic into growth opportunities. Annette
and Steve also partner with various churches including Crescent
Hill Baptist and the Louisville Chin Church. Annette and Steve work
in the Hope Rising Ministry Center at the Louisville Chin Church
several days each week so people can make appointments to meet
for assistance. The center is staffed with a team of volunteers who
make this work possible.
Luke 6:27–31 reminds Christians to embody a spirit of love and
service even in the midst of hate and mistreatment. This verse is
embodied in the grace and strength of the Karen refugees who are
working to rebuild in the midst of tragedy. For a people group who
has faced generations of challenges and displacement from their
homes, they are meeting challenges with compassion, determination,
and generosity of spirit. The Karen people, alongside Annette and
Steve, seek to live out this verse as they work together to share
God’s love and build community.

1. Visit www.cbf.net/clark for an
introduction to Annette Ellard and Steve
Clark.
2. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Karen_people for additional information
about the Karen people and the civil war
in Burma.
3. Check out https://vimeo.
com/16354614 for a video about
Annette’s and Steve’s ministry in
Louisville.
4. See www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources for this unit.

Noelle Owen lives in Waynesboro, Virginia, with her husband
and two children. Noelle is passionate about helping families and
children discover and connect with God.

teaching/
learning aim:
In this unit, students will learn how
to show God’s love through helping
others. They will hear stories and
learn about the ways that CBF
field personnel Annette Ellard and
Steve Clark help Karen refugees in
Louisville, Kentucky.

WO R D BA N K
advocacy: standing up for what is right so that others can be treated
justly

Burma: country in Asia where world’s “longest civil war” has been
going on for 70 years

civil war: fighting between groups of people in the same nation
Karen [kah REN]: people group from Burma; many Karen people have
left Burma because of a civil war

Louisville: city in the state of Kentucky in the United States where many
refugees live

refugee: person who has left his or her home country due to war or
dangerous conditions and relocated to a new place
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.

1

Meet Annette and
Steve
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Decide which activities you want to offer. Make a list of the
supplies needed for chosen activities. Set up the activities in
separate areas of the room. Identify each with a sign.
• Preview and prepare to show TH: March Video. This animated
video provides an entertaining and informative overview of the
unit.
• Gather RK 9: Learn about Louisville and RK 14: Annette and Steve.
• Prepare and post RK 17: Allergy Alert.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, students will be introduced
to Annette Ellard and Steve Clark and their work with refugees in
Louisville, Kentucky. Through learning about Annette’s and Steve’s
calls to ministry and life in Louisville, the children will learn how
Annette and Steve use their lives to help others.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

Using the Bible
Meeting the People
Playing the Games
Tasting the Food
Enjoying the Arts
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.

As Children Arrive…
Greet children as they arrive. Ask: Do you know anyone who is
always helping others? Describe that person. Say: Today we are going
to learn about two people who work hard every day to help others.
Their names are Annette Ellard and Steve Clark. We are going to learn
about their lives and how they show God’s love through helping
others.

TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Taste Rice

7. Ask children to describe the
taste, color, smell, and texture as
they eat their snack.

Annette and Steve enjoy eating rice
with many meals. In Burma and
many other countries around the
world, rice is a common food. Most
Karen dishes are prepared with a lot
of spice and flavor.

Pray for Annette and
Steve

Items needed: cooked rice; small plates
or bowls; forks; RK 17: Allergy Alert

1. Before the session, post a copy
of RK 17: Allergy Alert where
parents will take notice. Prepare
rice according to instructions on
rice package.
2. Say: Rice is one of the most
important foods around the world.
In the country of Burma, families
buy about 50 pounds of rice each
month. Most meals—breakfast,
lunch, and dinner—include rice.
Annette and Steve have learned
from their friends from Burma.
They love rice, too. They buy about
25 pounds of rice a month!
3. Ask: Have you ever tried rice?
What kind of rice do you like?
4. Say: When Annette’s and
Steve’s friends eat rice, they usually
eat it with a lot of chili or other
things like chicken, vegetables, or
soup.
5. Give each child a small serving
of rice.
6. Say: We are going to eat the rice
the same way the Karen people
eat rice. Instead of using spoons
or forks, we are going to use our
hands as our spoons.

4. Say: The Bible contains many
stories of people talking to God and
God answering prayers. We also
can pray and talk to God anytime
about anything. Annette and Steve
pray with others, and we can also
pray for them.

God’s power and grace make
Annette’s and Steve’s work possible.
Prayer is an important part of this
work. In this activity, children will
learn Annette’s and Steve’s specific
prayer requests and pray together.
Items needed: large sheet of butcher
paper; markers; soft music; device to play
music

1. Before the session, spread out a
large sheet of butcher paper. Write
the following prayer requests from
Annette and Steve on the paper.
• Volunteers in the Hope Rising
Ministry Center
• Supplies for the Hope Rising
Ministry Center
• Good transportation for Annette
and Steve
• Good health and energy for
Annette and Steve
• For the refugees in Louisville to
know God’s love
2. Say: Annette and Steve work
hard to help the people in their
community. They share God’s love
with people. Annette and Steve
work with churches in Louisville.
They also lead Bible studies and
pray with people.
3. Ask: What is prayer? When do
you pray?
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5. Show children the prayer
requests written on the board or on
the butcher paper. Read the prayer
requests aloud or ask for volunteers
to read.
6. Say: These are some of the ways
we can pray for Annette and Steve.
We can also add our own prayer
requests to the paper.
7. Play soft music and encourage
the children to work quietly. Allow
children time to write their requests
on the butcher paper. For younger
children, have them whisper their
requests to you, so that you can
write them on the butcher paper.
If time allows, the children can
decorate the paper with symbols of
love, peace, and prayer.
8. Have the children place their
hands over the prayer requests.
Pray for Annette and Steve and the
students’ requests.

Hit a Home Run
Annette and Steve live in Louisville,
Kentucky, home of the famous
Louisville Slugger baseball bats. In
this activity, children will play an
indoor-friendly version of baseball.
Items needed: soft foam ball or ball of
paper; pool noodle cut to two feet long
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1. Before the session, designate an
area of the room where children
can safely use a pool noodle to hit
a soft ball.

Learn about Louisville

2. Say: Annette and Steve live in
Louisville, Kentucky. Louisville
Slugger is a popular baseball bat
company. They are famous for
making bats for baseball players.

Louisville, Kentucky, is a warm and
welcoming city with diverse culture
and activities. Children will learn
about some of the special things
about Louisville, the city where
Annette and Steve minister to over
1,000 Karen refugees.

3. Ask: Have you ever played
baseball? What do you do when
you play baseball?
4. Let the children take turns
seeing how far they can hit the ball
with the pool noodle.
5. As time allows, allow children
to take turns pitching, hitting, and
catching.
6. Say: Having fun together is
one of the ways that we can make
friends and share God’s love with
one another.

Items needed: copy of RK 9: Learn about
Louisville for each child; blunt-tip scissors;
glue sticks; markers or crayons

children time to cut out the pictures
and glue them in the correct boxes.
4. Say: There are many different
people and things that make
Louisville a special place.
5. Ask: What are some of the
special things where you live? If
you were going to tell someone
about your town, what would you
say?
6. Pray for Steve, Annette, and the
people in Louisville.

1. Before the session, make a copy
of RK 9: Learn about Louisville for
each child.
2. Say: Annette and Steve live in
Louisville, Kentucky. Louisville is a
city in the state of Kentucky where
there are many interesting things to
do. People from all over the world
live in Louisville.
3. Give children a copy of RK
9: Learn about Louisville. Allow

Transition
Give the students a five-minute
warning when it is almost time for
Large Group. Tell them to clean
up the learning activity they are
working on. Encourage everyone to
help in their areas and put things
back where they go. While waiting
for the whole group to arrive, ask
the students to tell about their
learning activities. Bring RK 14:
Annette and Steve to Large Group
and plan to show TH: March
Video.

Large Group
Say: Today you have been learning a bit about Annette Ellard and Steve
Clark, who are CBF field personnel. (Show RK 14: Annette and Steve.)
They live in Louisville, Kentucky, and work to help people who move to
Louisville from the country of Burma feel safe and settled in a new place.
Ask: What are some things you learned about Annette and Steve during
the learning activities?
Show TH: March Video, an animated video which provides an entertaining
and informative overview of the unit.
Say: Now let’s hear how Annette and Steve started working with the
Burma people.

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “Calling Annette and Steve.”
Ask: How did Annette and Steve start working with Burma people? What
do they do now to help others?

Pray: Lead the children in a prayer, thanking God for Annette’s and
Steve’s work as they help the Burma people feel safe and happy in their
new home.
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STORY

Calling Annette and Steve
Closing Activity
Annette and Steve were very excited, but they were also
nervous. Annette and Steve were traveling to visit the country
of Thailand for the first time. People from their church, Crescent
Hill Baptist Church, had raised money so that a group of people
could go on a mission trip to help Karen people in Thailand.
When Annette and Steve got to Thailand, they saw so many
interesting things. There were strange trees, animals, and new
foods. The people wore different clothes and spoke in different
languages. They welcomed Annette and Steve to their country.

Mission Activity
Introduce the mission project.
See page 3 for details. Say: We
are learning how Annette and
Steve are everyday helpers. We
are going to do a mission project
to help us become everyday
helpers here at home. Think
about ways you help others.

Annette and Steve loved learning about the Karen people.
When Annette and Steve went back to the United States, they
felt like God was calling them to keep helping the Karen people.
They became field personnel with the Cooperative Baptist
Fellowship. They started helping Karen people who came to the
United States from Burma. They answered God’s call to help the
Karen refugees from Burma.

Closing Activity

A few years later, Annette and Steve were working in Louisville,
Kentucky, helping refugees. Steve’s phone rang. “Hello!” Steve
answered. Annette’s and Steve’s Karen friend was sick and
needed help. He needed someone who knew about the hospitals
in the United States to take him to the hospital. Annette and
Steve got in their van and took their friend to the hospital.
Annette’s and Steve’s friend did not know how to speak English.
Annette talked to the doctor and helped the friend get treatment.

1. Say: Annette and Steve work
with refugees in Louisville,
Kentucky. They help refugees
know that there are people who
care for them and a God who
loves them.
2. Lead the children in a prayer.
Ask them to repeat after you as
you pray.
God, you are always with me.
God, you are my helper.
God, I want to love others.
God, I want to help others.
God, show me how to be a
helper.
God, thank you for loving us.
Amen.

Then, Annette’s phone rang. “Hello!” Annette answered.
Annette’s and Steve’s friend was having a birthday party for
their baby’s first birthday. They wanted Annette and Steve to
come to the party. “Yes!” Annette said. They loved celebrating
special days with their Karen friends.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the session with the
other leaders. Plan the learning
activities for Session 2. As you
think about Annette’s and
Steve’s call to mission work,
how do you think God is calling
you in your life?

The phone rang again. Steve answered and gave another friend
information about a Karen church service so that he could hear
about God’s love in his own language. Annette and Steve drove
home in their van. They made rice for dinner. Before they ate,
they prayed, “Thank you, God for our food. Thank you for
loving us and the Karen people. Please be with us as we help
others every day. Amen.”
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.

2

Do Unto Others
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Decide which activities you want to offer. Make a list of the
supplies needed for chosen activities. Set up the activities in
separate areas of the room. Identify each with a sign.
• Gather RK 10: Treat Others.
• Prepare and post RK 17: Allergy Alert.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, students will learn how to treat
others with kindness as they read Luke 6:27-31. They will connect the
love of Steve, Annette, and the Karen people to the biblical idea of
treating others with love and kindness. Children will begin to see how
they can treat others as they want to be treated in their everyday lives.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

Using the Bible

As Children Arrive…

Meeting the People

Greet children as they arrive. Ask: Has someone ever done something
mean to you? Say: In today’s lesson, we are going to see how we can
be encouraging and loving to others. We are going to see how God
wants us to respond to others, even when they are mean or unkind
to us. We are going to see how Steve, Annette, and the Karen people
follow God’s command to be kind and loving to others.

Playing the Games
Tasting the Food
Enjoying the Arts
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Bookmark a Bible
Verse
Remembering to treat other people
as we want to be treated is a lesson
from Scripture on how to practice
right relationships, even in the
midst of difficulty. Children will
discover that the Bible shows us
how to treat others and create a
bookmark as a reminder of the
“golden rule.”
Items needed: RK 10: Treat Others;
scissors; crayons/markers

1. Before the session, make copies
of RK 10: Treat Others on cardstock
and cut apart.
2. Ask: What are some of the
books you like to read?
3. Show children the stack of
Bibles. Ask: What book is this?
4. Say: These are Bibles. The
Bible is a special book that tells
about God and people. There are
so many stories in the Bible. There
are happy stories and sad stories
and scary stories and surprising
stories. Some of the people in the
Bible make wrong choices. Some
of the people in the Bible give us
examples of how we should live.
Most of all, in the Bible we learn
that God loves us, and we should
love one another.
5. Say: One verse in the Bible,
Luke 6:31, says, “Treat others just
as you want to be treated.” Some
people call this idea “the golden
rule.”

6. Give each child a bookmark
from RK 10: Treat Others. Have
them read the verse aloud and then
decorate the bookmark. Remind
children to use the bookmark at
home or at school to remind them
to treat others well.
7. Pray with the children. Ask them
to put their hands on the Bibles
as you pray. Thank God for giving
us the Bible to help us learn more
about God and how we can love
others.

Build Together

do more together than they can do
by themselves.
6. Ask: Can you build a tower with
one block? What happens if we
work together to build a tower?
7. Divide the group into two teams.
Give each team the same number
of blocks. Set a timer and challenge
the teams to build the tallest tower
they can build before the timer
goes off. Allow them to be creative
as they build. Try several other
challenges like the strongest tower
or a building that looks like an
animal.

Choose a Response
Annette’s and Steve’s ministry is
made possible through a network of
churches, volunteers, and members
of the refugee community who all
work together to show God’s love. In
this activity, children will practice
working together to build a tower.
Items needed: blocks; timer

1. Before the session, locate
enough blocks for each child to
have at least one block.

Items needed: Bible

2. Give each child a block.
3. Say: God wants us to show love
to others. We should treat others in
the way that we want to be treated.
4. Ask: How do you show love to
others?
5. Say: When we see someone
having a hard time, we should
help that person. We can also
work together with our friends to
help others. When Annette and
Steve help others, they work with
churches and friends to help them
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Luke 6:27-31 shows a key part of
forgiveness and showing God’s
love—treating others as one would
want to be treated. Students will
hear various scenarios and use
what they learn from the Scripture
passage to help them respond.
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1. Read Luke 6:27-31 aloud. Say:
Luke 6:31 says, “Treat others just as
you want to be treated.”
2. Ask: What do you usually think
about doing when someone does
something to hurt you or make you
mad? Is it hard to be kind to people
who aren’t kind to us?
3. Say: Luke 6:27-31 reminds us
that we don’t have to fight back or
get even when someone is mean
to us. We can show kindness to
others, even when they aren’t kind
to us.
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4. Read the following scenarios.
After reading each scenario, ask:
How would you want to be treated?
What should you do?
• A bully on the bus keeps picking
on another kid. You don’t really
know the kid, but he looks really
upset.
• You are having a birthday party
and planning on inviting all of the
kids in your class. There is one
kid that your friends say is really
weird, and your friends say not to
invite “that weird guy.”
• An elderly person drops their
cane as they are trying to get
through the door at church.

is still learning about the United
States.
5. Say: Sometimes it is hard to
know how to do the right thing.
Jesus reminds us to treat others the
way we would want to be treated.
If we remember to treat others the
way we would want to be treated,
we can share God’s love and help
others.

Encourage a Friend

• Someone pushes in front of you
in line for the water fountain.

Annette and Steve help the Karen
community in many tangible ways.
They also give intangible support
through prayer, Bible study, and
encouragement of their friends. In
this activity, children will have an
opportunity to help others through
encouragement.

• A kid that is usually mean to you
asks to borrow a pencil from you.

Items needed: construction paper;
scissors; crayons/markers; stickers

• There is a new kid in your class.
She is from another country and

1. Give each child a piece of paper
and decorating supplies.

• You make a big mess and your
mom says to clean it up, but your
favorite TV show is starting.

Transition
Give the students a five-minute
warning when it is almost time for
Large Group. Tell them to clean
up the learning activity they are
working on. Encourage everyone to
help in their areas and put things
back where they go. While waiting
for the whole group to arrive, ask
the students to tell about their
learning activities.

2. Say: Annette and Steve share
God’s love by helping others.
When they talk to others, they use
kindness, smiles, and encouraging
words. Saying encouraging words
can help someone feel strong and
happy, especially when they are
having a hard time.
3. Invite the children to draw a
picture or write a letter to someone
who could use encouragement.
Provide heart stickers and other
stickers with positive symbols.
Suggest words of encouragement
such as “God loves you,” “You’re
the best!” and “I'm praying for
you.” Help younger children as
needed.
4. Encourage the children to give
their papers to a friend or family
member who could use some
encouragement.
5. Say a prayer for the students’
friends and family. Have them take
turns saying the names of their
friends and family members during
the prayer.

Large Group
Say: Today you have learned about Luke 6:27-31. These verses remind
us to show God’s love by being kind to others, even if they aren’t kind
to us. The Karen refugees have had people not treat them well, and they
still show kindness and love to each other and the people around them.
Annette and Steve work with the Karen people in Louisville, Kentucky.
Steve, Annette, and the Karen people treat others with love and kindness.
Ask: What did you learn in the learning centers? What is the book that
tells about God’s love and how to love others?

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “How Do You Want to Be Treated?” Ask:
What would you do if you were William and KeeNaw Ku? When have you
been kind to others? When has someone been kind to you?
Pray: Lead the children in a prayer, asking God to help the Karen refugees
when they face hard times. Ask God to help Annette and Steve to be strong
and show God’s love always.
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STORY

How Do You Want to Be Treated?
Closing Activity

William and KeeNaw Ku were excited to eat lunch at school.
They had been doing math homework all morning. They were
so tired of counting and just wanted to each lunch. KeeNaw
Ku rubbed his stomach. “Mmm I’m so hungry!” They got their
lunchboxes and went to find a seat. On the way to their seats,
William tripped over his chair. His lunchbox fell on the ground.
William’s knee felt bruised, and he was super embarrassed.
William felt like he was going to cry.

Mission Activity:
As you talk about the mission
project, ask the children to think
about ways that they are helpers.
Ask: How do you help your
families at home? How do you
help at school? How do you help
at church?

KeeNaw Ku went to his friend and said, “Hey, William, are you
okay?” KeeNaw Ku picked up William’s lunchbox for him. The
friends sat down at the table. William opened his lunchbox,
and he was sad again. His peanut butter and jelly sandwich was
totally squashed. KeeNaw Ku opened his lunchbox. He took
out his turkey sandwich. It looked delicious. KeeNaw Ku was
very hungry, and he opened his mouth to take a big bite of the
delicious sandwich. Then, he saw his friend William looking
sad. KeeNaw Ku loved turkey sandwiches, but he did not want
his friend to be hungry. KeeNaw Ku gave William half of his
sandwich. William smiled, “Thank you, KeeNaw Ku! I love
turkey sandwiches.”

Closing Activity:
1. Remind children about the
mission activity. See page 3 for
details.
2. Ask: What are some of the
ways you can show kindness at
home?

William had two chocolate chip cookies in his lunchbox. William
gave KeeNaw Ku one of his cookies. Chocolate chip cookies
were William’s and KeeNaw Ku’s favorite kind of cookie. They
were excited to share their lunches with each other. William and
KeeNaw Ku thought about each other’s feelings and treated each
other the way that they would want to be treated.
Later, KeeNaw Ku and William invited some other friends to play
ball with them on the playground during recess. They took turns
kicking the ball and cheering for each other. KeeNaw Ku and
William went home that day and thought about how wonderful
it was to have good friends and be able to show kindness to
others.
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3. Write down children’s
answers and save for Session 4,
Art.
4. Remind the children to
pray for Annette and Steve.
As parents arrive, thank the
children for participating in the
session.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the session with the
other leaders. Plan the learning
activities for Session 3. Reflect
on today’s lesson and find a
way to make it a part of your
life. Do you treat others how
they treat you or how you want
to be treated? Who do you
need to treat with kindness and
forgiveness?
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.

3

A Safe Place
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Decide which activities you want to offer. Make a list of the
supplies needed for chosen activities. Set up the activities in
separate areas of the room. Identify each with a sign.
• Preview and prepare to show TH: Karen Dance and TH: Karen
Words.
• Gather RK 11: World Map and RK 15: Karen Mother and Father.
• Prepare and post RK 17: Allergy Alert.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, children will learn more about
Burma and the Karen people from Burma. Through a glimpse into
Karen culture, children will better understand the Karen people.
Children will explore how to be open to people from other cultures
and show God’s love to people both across the world and in the
children’s own communities.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

Using the Bible
Meeting the People
Playing the Games

As Children Arrive…
Ask: Where have you traveled? What is it like to go away from home?
Say: In Louisville, where Annette and Steve live, there are over 1000
Karen refugees from Burma. Burma is a place that is far away. We are
going to learn about Burma and the Karen people. We are going to see
how we can show God’s love to people everywhere.

Tasting the Food
Enjoying the Arts
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Taste a Pepper
Annette and Steve love to share
special food with their Karen
friends. A lot of the Karen food
is made with chili peppers and is
hotter than most Americans like
to eat. Their Karen friends usually
make special less-spicy versions
of their food for their American
friends.
Items needed: variety of mild to medium
peppers (bell peppers, sweet red peppers,
pepperoncini peppers); RK 17: Allergy
Alert; small plates; pen and paper for
labels

1. Before the session, post a copy
of RK 17: Allergy Alert where
parents will take notice. Slice
peppers into bite-sized pieces and
place on small plates with labels
designating the type of pepper.
2. Say: Around the world, peppers
are a popular food. Some peppers
are sweet and some peppers are
really spicy hot. The Karen people
from Burma love to eat peppers
that are really spicy. Today, we are
going to taste a few different types
of peppers. These peppers won’t be
too spicy.
3. Allow children to try each of the
peppers.
4. Ask: Which pepper did you like
best? Were any of the peppers spicy
to you? When have you had spicy
foods?
5. Say: It’s fun to try new foods.
When people from Burma come
to the United States, a lot of our
foods are strange and different to

5. Say: The music, dance, and
clothing show us an important part
of the Karen people. When Karen
people come to America, they
figure out ways to keep doing the
things that are important to them
from Burma like dancing together.

them. Some common foods like
hamburgers, pizza, or French fries
might be new and strange to them.
6. Ask: What do you think it
would be like to try a lot of new
and different foods?
7. Say a prayer for the people
who are in the United States and
learning about a new place.

Hear a New
Language

Watch a Karen
Dance
The Karen people of Burma have
a rich and special culture. Karen
communities in the United States
preserve their culture by celebrating
together through music, worship,
dance, food, and other special
celebrations.
Items needed: TH: Karen Dance; small
drums or percussion instruments;
computer or other device

2. Say: The Karen people have
special dances they perform to
celebrate special occasions like the
Karen New Year, the traditional
wrist-tying ceremony, or Martyrs
Day. This video shows us one of
the special Karen dances.
3. Give children the percussion
instruments. Show TH: Karen
Dance. As children desire,
encourage them to play the
instruments or dance along with
the music.

2. Say: Annette and Steve work
with people who speak other
languages. For someone who is
new to the United States or does
not speak the language, something
that might not seem like a big deal
can be really scary and hard.
3. Ask: What language are we
speaking today? What other
languages have you heard?
4. Play TH: Karen Words. Allow
the students to practice saying the
words along with the video. Read
the English words aloud to the
children.

4. Ask: What did you think about
that video?

SPARK

Items needed: TH: Karen Words;
computer or other device

1. Before the session, preview and
prepare to play TH: Karen Words

1. Before the session, preview and
prepare to show TH: Karen Dance.
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Refugees often come to the United
States knowing almost no English.
Adjusting to a new culture while
trying to understand a completely
different language is challenging.
A lot of Annette’s and Steve’s
work helps people faced with this
challenge.
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5. Ask: How does it feel to hear a
new language?
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6. Talk with children about the
differences between the languages.
Using TH: Karen Words, show
children the different letters that
are used in the Karen alphabet.

Items needed: copy of RK 11: World Map
for each child; star stickers; markers or
crayons

7. Say: To us, these words sound
new and strange. To the Karen
people from Burma, our language
sounds strange.

2. Give each child a copy of RK 11:
World Map.

8. Say: Annette and Steve help
refugees with things like grocery
shopping, reading their mail, or
filling out forms, because the
English words are new to them.

Love the World
In this activity, children will study a
world map and learn that God loves
all people in the world, and God
asks us to treat all people with love
and kindness.

Transition
Give the students a five-minute
warning when it is almost time for
Large Group. Tell them to clean
up the learning activity they are
working on. Encourage everyone to
help in their areas and put things
back where they go. While waiting
for the whole group to arrive, ask
the students to tell about their
learning activities. Bring RK 15:
Karen Mother and Father to Large
Group.

1. Before the session, make a copy
of RK 11: World Map for each child.

3. Say: This is a map of the whole
world. The stars on the map are
special places that we are learning
about in this unit. CBF field
personnel Annette and Steve live in
Louisville, Kentucky.
4. Provide a star sticker to each
child and assist him or her in
placing a star on Louisville.
5. Say: Annette and Steve help
refugees. Refugees are people who
move to a new place because the
place where they lived was not
safe for them anymore. Annette
and Steve help refugees from the
country of Burma. In Burma, there
is a war and a lot of people are
getting hurt, so people move all

the way from Burma to the United
States to find a safe home.
6. Provide a star sticker to each
child and assist him or her in
placing a star on Burma. Ask
children to draw a line from Burma
to Louisville.
7. Assist children with placing a
star sticker over their own town.
8. Allow children time to decorate
and color the map.
9. Say: The people from Burma
come a long way to live in the
United States and be safe. Burma
is a long way from Louisville, and
things are different there. When
they move here, Annette and Steve
help them get used to living in a
new place. Annette and Steve want
these refugees to know that God
loves them.
10. Say a prayer for the refugees
in the world. Ask children to place
their hands over their maps as you
pray.

Large Group
Say: Today you have been learning about refugees and how Annette and
Steve work with Karen refugees in Louisville, Kentucky.
Ask: What is a refugee? What do Annette and Steve do to help Karen
refugees?
Say: One important part of Annette’s and Steve’s work is called advocacy.
Advocacy means standing up for what is right. They advocate for the
refugees by helping them at important appointments and showing them
how to take care of things in the United States. They also teach others
about the Karen community and encourage others to help the refugees.
Say: Now we are going to hear a story about a girl named Naw Ku. Naw
Ku is a Karen name that means “happy girl.”

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “Moving to a Strange Place.”
Ask: Have you ever moved to a new place? What was it like for Naw Ku?
How did Annette and Steve make a difference for Naw Ku and her family?

Pray: Lead a prayer, asking God to protect and help the refugees who
have come to the United States for a safe place to live.
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STORY

Moving to a Strange Place
“Hi, Naw Ku,” Annette waved. Annette was a special American
woman who helped Naw Ku and her mom when they moved to the
United States. Today, Annette was going grocery shopping with Naw
Ku and her mother.
Naw Ku thought about the first time she met Annette and her
husband, Steve. Naw Ku and her mother didn’t know any English
back then. When they went to church with their Karen neighbors,
they met Annette and Steve. At church, they heard about God in
their own language. They heard about God’s love and prayed in their
own language. Naw Ku remembered that God was in the United
States, too. She knew God was with her even in that strange new
place.
Naw Ku and her mother climbed into Annette’s and Steve’s van.
“Ready to do some grocery shopping?” Steve asked. “Yes, Karen
Father! I want to learn more about shopping in America!” The Karen
friends call Annette “Karen Mother” and they call Steve “Karen
Father.” They are so loving and kind and helpful—just like a mother
and father!
At the grocery store, Naw Ku picked up three juicy red apples. Her
mom put a huge, heavy bag of rice in the grocery cart. Naw Ku
held her mom’s hand, and they walked through the big store with
the shiny floors. Naw Ku’s mom talked with Annette and looked at
the labels on the food. All of the words looked strange and funny,
but the food looked delicious. Naw Ku and her mom loaded their
groceries into the Karen Mother’s and Father’s van. They rode home
together.
When they got home, Naw Ku and her mother started cooking Naw
Ku’s favorite’s food—noodle soup with chicken. Naw Ku helped
measure the soup ingredients. She added noodles, chopped chicken,
and lots of yummy spices. She stirred the pot. Naw Ku’s mom let
her lick the spoon. Mmm. Naw Ku thought this soup tasted just like
the soup her mom used to make when they lived in Burma. Naw Ku
decided that maybe living in this new place wasn’t so strange after
all. Naw Ku and her mom knew they had each other, God’s love,
and their special friends Annette and Steve.
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Closing Activity
Mission Activity:
Remind the children that
in Session 4 they will make
Everyday Helper Jars to take
home. Inside the jars they will
place strips of paper with tasks
and jobs that they can do to help
others.
Closing Activity:
1. Say: Today we learned about
the Karen people from Burma.
2. Lead the children to pray for
the Karen people. Invite them to
stand in a circle and hold hands
as you pray. Have the children
repeat after you.
Dear God,
Thank you for the Karen
people.
Help them to find safe homes.
Help them to feel the love of
God and other people.
Help us to love everyone.
Help us to learn about others
who are different than us.
Thank you for loving everyone.
Amen.
3. As parents arrive, thank the
children for participating in the
session.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the session with the
other leaders. Plan the learning
activities for Session 4. Reflect
on today’s lesson and find a way
to make it a part of your life.
How do you advocate for those
in need in your community?
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.

Using the Bible
Meeting the People
Playing the Games
Tasting the Food
Enjoying the Arts

4

Be an Everyday
Helper
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Decide which activities you want to offer. Make a list of the
supplies needed for chosen activities. Set up the activities in
separate areas of the room. Identify each with a sign.
• Gather RK 12: Helper Charades, RK 13: Everyday Helper Jar, and
RK 16: Everyday Helpers.
• Locate TH: Luke 6:31.
• Prepare and post RK 17: Allergy Alert.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, children will connect the
everyday helping work of Annette and Steve to their own lives. They
will explore God’s call to help others in their own communities as
they work on the March mission project and see how Scripture says
to treat other people as they would want to be treated.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

As Children Arrive…
Greet children as they arrive. Ask: What does it mean to treat others
as you want to be treated? Say: Today we are going to talk about how
we can treat others the way we want to be treated and show God’s
love by helping others. CBF field personnel Annette and Steve are
everyday helpers to the Karen refugees in Louisville, Kentucky. We
can be everyday helpers, too.

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Play a Helping Game

Clean up at Church

discover that they can be everyday
helpers, just like Annette and Steve.

Annette and Steve are available to
help people every single day in lots
of ways. This game will give the
children a chance to have fun as
they explore some common ways to
help others.

For Annette and Steve, showing
God’s love means taking care of
their community. In this activity,
children will practice caring for
their community by helping to clean
an area of the church.

Items needed: RK 12: Helper Charades

Items needed: trash bags

1. Before the session, gather RK 12:
Helper Charades. Make a copy on
cardstock and cut apart.

1. Before the session, identify a
location outdoors or within the
church where children can pick up
trash or tidy up an area.

2. Use the cards to play a game
of charades. Have children take
turns taking a card and acting out
the action on the card as the other
children guess what the child is
doing. Help younger children by
whispering the action and making
suggestions for actions, if needed.
3. For older children, make the
game more competitive by dividing
the children into groups. A person
from each group will have a chance
to act out one card when it is their
turn. Allow the children to guess
when a person from their group
is “it.” Allow 30 seconds for each
turn and give one point for each
correct answer.
4. If time allows, allow children to
identify their own ways of helping
that they will act out for the group.

2. Say: In our own church, there
are ways that we can help. One of
the things we can do is to clean up.
Keeping things clean and tidy is
important, because we should take
good care of the things that God
gives us.
3. Lead the children to an area to
clean up. Allow children time to
pick up trash or tidy the area.
4. Say: Thank you all for being
special helpers today.
5. Say a prayer, thanking God for
our hands that allow us to be good
helpers.

Make an Everyday
Helper Jar
In this activity, the children will
decorate mason jars and fill them
with tasks and jobs that they can
do as helpers at home. With this
mission project, the children will
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Items needed: copies of RK 13: Everyday
Helper Jar; mason jars with lids; strips
of paper; glue dots; markers; items to
decorate labels and jars such as stickers
and ribbons

1. Before the session, review Page
3 for Mission Project details. Make
copies of RK 13: Everyday Helper
Jar and cut apart. Consider making
a sample jar and fill with classroom
chores to use while children are at
church.
2. Say: CBF field personnel
Annette Ellard and Steve Clark help
people every single day. They help
people in lots of ways.
3. Ask: What are some of the ways
that you help at your house? How
do you help at school? How do you
help at church?
4. Say: Annette and Steve show
God’s love by helping. People call
Annette and Steve. They answer
the phone and help in whatever
way they can. Sometimes it’s just a
little bit of help. Sometimes it’s a lot
of help. Sometimes it’s something
easy, and sometimes it’s something
hard. You can be a helper, too.
5. Give each child a jar label from
RK 13: Everyday Helper Jar. Allow
children time to decorate the label.
Assist children with using glue
dots to attach the labels to the jars.
Allow children to decorate the jars
and jar lids with stickers.
6. Fill completed jars with small
slips of paper. As time allows,
children can begin writing chores
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or activities they can do to help
others on the slips of paper.
7. Say: When you get home, you
can finish your project with your
family. This is our mission project
for this month. Just like Annette
and Steve, we can be everyday
helpers. Use your jars to help
you remember to be an everyday
helper.

Memorize a Bible
Verse
Read Luke 6:31 together and
decorate cards to help children
memorize the verse.
Items needed: Bibles; TH: Luke 6:31;
markers or crayons

Transition
Give the students a five-minute
warning when it is almost time for
Large Group. Tell them to clean
up the learning activity they are
working on. Encourage everyone to
help in their areas and put things
back where they go. While waiting
for the whole group to arrive, ask
the students to tell about their
learning activities. Bring RK 16:
Everyday Helpers.

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Luke 6:31 and make a copy for
each child.

7. Say: Take your card home and
put it in a special place like your
backpack or beside your bed.
When you see this Bible verse,
remember to treat others with
kindness and love.

2. Ask: What does the Bible say
about helping others?
3. Say: When we help others, we
are doing what Jesus told us to do.
4. Give each child a Bible and
a copy of TH: Luke 6:31. Have
children look up Luke 6:31. Invite
volunteers to read the verse, “Treat
others just as you want to be
treated.”

8. Pray: Dear God, thank you for
showing me love and kindness.
Help me to treat others the way I
want to be treated. Help me to be
kind and loving. Amen.

5. Provide markers or crayons and
allow the children to color and
decorate the Bible verse cards.
6. Put children in pairs or small
groups and have them take turns
reading the verse and attempting to
recite the verse from memory.

Large Group
Say: Today you have been learning how you can be a helper like CBF field
personnel Annette and Steve. Annette and Steve help others every day in
lots of ways. You can be a helper, too.
Ask: What are some of the ways that Annette and Steve help others? How
can you be a helper?
Show RK 16: Everyday Helpers.
Ask: What is happening in these pictures? If you could be someone in
these pictures, who would you be?

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “A Helper at Home.”
Ask: What happens in this story? If you were Sam and Victoria, what
would you do?
Say: God loves all people, everywhere. We are also supposed to love all
people, everywhere. We can show God’s love by treating others the way
we want to be treated. Treating others well means we help others and
stand up for what is right. We advocate for those who need help. No
matter what our skills are or how old we are, we can be everyday helpers.

Pray: Lead the children in a prayer, thanking God for hands to help. Ask
God to help the children develop helpful hearts and hands.
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STORY

A Helper at Home
Closing Activity

“Woo hoo! First day of spring break!” yelled Sam. He jumped
out of bed. He had to get downstairs fast to get to the TV
before his sister, so he didn’t bother making his bed. His
sister Victoria was also excited. There was no school! Sam
and Victoria planned on watching TV and playing all day.
Victoria and Sam argued over the remote, but then they
found a show they both liked. They were just settling in to
watch TV for a loooooong time, when their dad came into
the room.

Mission Activity:
Gather the children’s decorated
jars. Ensure that they are
properly labeled with slips of
paper inside. Place the parent
portion of RK 13: Everyday
Helper Jar with the jars.

“Hey! What’s this mess?” Dad asked. Victoria and Sam
looked around. They had spilled some cereal on the floor.
They had forgotten to put the milk away after they got their
breakfast. Sam remembered that he didn’t make his bed.
Victoria saw the remote control lying in the middle of the
floor. They remembered what they learned at church about
being helpers and that it was important to show kindness to
their family by helping at home.

Closing Activity:
1. Say: Today we learned about
being a helper. Each of you can
show God’s love by helping
others around you.
2. Lead the students in a prayer.
Have children place their hands
palms up during the prayer.

“Sorry, Dad!” Victoria said. “We will clean up!” Sam said.
Victoria put away the remote. Sam swept up the cereal. Dad
put the milk away. “Hey, Dad!” Sam said, “Can we help you
make lunch?” Dad chopped a tomato. Victoria stirred the
soup. Sam put spoons, forks, bowls, and plates on the table.
After lunch, Sam and Victoria put their dirty dishes in the
sink. Victoria wiped the table, and Sam swept the floor. They
decided that being a helper was fun. Later, they rode their
bikes outside, and they put their bikes and helmets away
without being asked. After dinner, they helped their mom put
away the laundry.

3. Pray: Thank you, God, for
my hands. Thank you for giving
me the chance to help others.
Help me to use my hands in
kind, loving, and helpful ways.
Amen.
4. As parents arrive, thank the
children for participating in the
session. Provide parents with
the Everyday Helper Jars and
explain the mission project.

Mom and Dad said, “Thank you for being such great helpers
today!” “Hey Mom,” Victoria said, “Can we help tomorrow,
too?” Their mom said, “Sure!” Sam and Victoria went to bed.
They had fun being helpers. Sam and Victoria were excited
to be helpers at home tomorrow.
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AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the session and the unit
with the other leaders. Plan the
learning activities for the next
unit. Reflect on today’s lesson
and find a way to make it a part
of your life. What changes could
you make to be able to be more
helpful to others in your life?
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C B F C H I L D R E N ’ S M I S S I ONAL FOR M ATION RESOURCE

Resource Kit

God’s Words of Encouragement
1

2
3

4

5

6

7

Across

Down

3 Matthew 28:20 (CEV) And teach them to do everything I have told you. I will be with you

1 Zephaniah 3:17 The Lord your God wins victory after victory and is ___________ with you. He celebrates
and sings because of you, and he will refresh your life.

___________, even until the end of the world.
5 Philippians 4:13 Christ gives me the ___________
to face anything.
7 Psalm 118:14 My power and my strength come from
the ___________, and God has
saved me.

2 Psalm 27:1 You, Lord, are the light that keeps me
safe. I am not _________ of anyone. You protect me,
and I have no fears.
4 Joshua 1:9 I’ve commanded you to be _________
and brave. Don’t ever be afraid or discouraged! I am
the Lord your God, and I will be there to help you
wherever you go.
6 Psalm 46:1 God is our mighty fortress, always ready
to ______ in times of trouble.

RESOURCE
KIT

1

Encouraging Words
Leader: Make a copy for each child.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 1, “Encourage One Another” Learning Activity.

UNIT 1
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FAITH

HOPE

LOVE

PEACE
RESOURCE
KIT

2

FRIENDSHIP

COURAGE

Chinese Circles
Leader: Make a copy on cardstock and cut out the circles.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 1, “Practice Chinese Characters” Learning Activity.

UNIT 1
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RESOURCE
KIT

3

Map of China
Leader: Display map
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 1, Large Group.

UNIT 1
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Rome
God is the one who makes us patient and cheerful.
I pray that he will help you live at peace with each other, as you follow Christ.
Romans 15:5 (CEV)
Ephesus
…Encourage anyone who feels left out, help all who are weak,
and be patient with everyone.
Ephesians 5:14 (CEV)
Colossae
God loves you and has chosen you as his own special people. So be gentle, kind,
humble, meek, and patient. Put up with each other, and forgive anyone who does you
wrong, just as Christ has forgiven you. Colossians 3:12-14 (CEV)
Philippi
Dear friends, I love you and long to see you.
Please keep on being faithful to the Lord. You are my pride and joy.
Philippians 4:1 (CEV)
Galatia
Faith in Christ Jesus is what makes each of you equal with each other,
whether you are a Jew or a Greek, a slave or a free person, a man or a woman.
Galatians 3:28 (CEV)
Thessalonica
That’s why you must encourage and help each other,
just as you are already doing.
1 Thessalonians 5:11 (CEV)
Corinth
My dear friends, stand firm and don’t be shaken. Always keep busy working
for the Lord. You know that everything you do for God is worthwhile.
1 Corinthians 15:58 (CEV)

RESOURCE
KIT

4

Paul’s Encouraging Words
Leader: Make a copy and cut apart the strips.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 2, “Find Paul and Silas!” Learning Activity.

UNIT 1
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RESOURCE
KIT

5

Chinese Character
Leader: Make a copy for each child.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 3, “Decorate for the New Year” Learning Activity.

UNIT 1
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RESOURCE
KIT

6

UNIT 1

Brittany, Casey, Juniper, and Finnley
CBF field personnel Brittany and Casey live in Chendgu, China, with their four-year-old daughter
Juniper and four-month-old son Finnley. They are developing relationships with local fellowship
leaders to provide coaching, training, and assistance in developing new areas of ministry and
enhance the ministries already in place.
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RESOURCE
KIT

7

Chinese New Year
Brittany, Casey, and Juniper enjoy gathering around the table with their friends for fellowship,
especially when good food is involved! Juniper also enjoys receiving hong bao gifts from her
Chinese friends to celebrate Chinese New Year.

UNIT 1
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Fellowship Group
Brittany’s and Casey’s fellowship group in Chengdu, China, continues to grow as they develop
relationships by going on outings and spending time together outside of the church.

UNIT 1
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Louisville Slugger Bats

People from All Over
the World

Churchhill Downs
Horse Races

CBF field personnel
Steve and Annette

Delicious Food from
Different Cultures

Cut out each of the boxes with pictures
and place them in the correct box above.
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Learn about Louisville
Leader: Make a copy for each student.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 1, “Learn about Louisville” Learning Activity.

UNIT 2
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Treat
Treat
Treat
Treat
others others others others
as you as you as you as you
want
want
want
want
to be
to be
to be
to be
treated. treated. treated. treated.
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Treat Others
Leader: Make copies on cardstock and cut apart.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 2, “Bookmark a Bible Verse” Learning Activity.

UNIT 2
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Burma •
• Louisville, KY
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World Map
Leader: Make a copy for each student.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 3, “Love the World” Learning Activity.

UNIT 2
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Sweep the
floor.

Open a
door for
someone.

Wash
dishes.

Set the
table.

Help
someone
cross the
street.

Pick up
toys.

Listen to a
friend.

Give a
friend a
hug.

Answer a
phone call
for help.
Read the
Bible with
someone.
RESOURCE
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Helper Charades
Leader: Copy the cards on cardstock and cut apart.
Directions: Session 4, “Play a Helping Game” Learning Activity.

UNIT 2
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Everyday Helper Jar
Treat others as you would
want to be treated.
Luke 6:31

Everyday Helper Jars
We are learning about the work of Annette Ellard and Steve Clark, CBF field personnel
in Louisville, Kentucky. Annette and Steve work with refugees from Burma. They have
a “ministry of availability” and are consistently available for the refugees to call upon.
Annette and Steve help with a variety of tasks, many of which may seem simple to us
but can become a crisis to the refugees who are new to the United States customs, language, and culture.
By reading Luke 6:27-31, we learned that we should treat others as we want to be treated. One way to treat others well is to be an everyday helper, just like Annette and Steve.
The children created “Everyday Helper Jars” to help them remember to be an everyday
helper at home. Please have your children write various tasks on the strips of paper in
the jar. These tasks could include household chores such as “set the table for dinner,”
or acts of kindness such as “smile at five people today.” Use the jars regularly to help
children develop a habit of sharing God’s love by helping others.

RESOURCE
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Everyday Helper Jar
Leader: Make a copy for each student. Cut apart across middle of page.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 4, “Make an Everyday Helper Jar” Learning Activity.

UNIT 2
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Annette and Steve
CBF field personnel Annette Ellard and Steve Clark live in Louisville, Kentucky, where they
minister among the refugees from Burma. Many Karen refugees from Burma have resettled in the
Louisville community. Annette and Steve establish relationships with the refugees and help then
with everyday tasks as they settle into their new community.
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Karen Mother and Father
CBF field personnel Annette Ellard and Steve Clark often wear traditional Karen dress clothes
to show their love for the Karen refugees in Louisville, Kentucky. Among the refugees in their
community, they are known as the “Karen Mother and Father,” because of the love and care they
give to the refugees from Burma.
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Everyday Helpers
Annette Ellard and Steve Clark help refugees in Louisville with many everyday tasks to help
them get to know their new community. Annette and Steve take their Karen friends to doctors’
appointments, help them complete official paperwork, and teach them how to shop for groceries in
American grocery stores.
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Allergy Alert

If your child is allergic to any of these items,
please inform your child’s leader.
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JOIN US IN

PRAYER
THE PRESENCE OF

CHRIST

Prayers
People
of the

The Cooperative
Baptist Fellowship’s
Yearlong Guide
to Prayer

Prayers of the People is CBF’s year-long guide
to prayer, introducing you to field personnel,
chaplains, pastoral counselors and churches doing
extraordinary work around our world. The guide
includes weekly prayer focus, as well as birthdays of
field personnel, chaplains, pastoral counselors and
CBF staff to pray for during the week.

2019-20

www.cbf.net/pray
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Join us at www.cbf.net/pray

